
Dear future Hadar graduates,  
 

As the first graduating class we would like to impart some words of wisdom that we have                  
accumulated throughout our Hadar experience. Although you will not be squished in a             
two-classroom office building, the small, warm, and personal environment that Hadar offers will             
benefit you greatly. We have had the great honor of setting the precedent and learning through                
the mistakes so that now we can share how to make it through your Hadar experience                
successfully.  
 

First, don’t wait until your senior year to get involved. In Hadar, anyone can be a leader! Next,                   
remember to always try your best. It is about the effort, not the result. Getting a B from Mrs.                   
Morris will not end your high school career. After being the guinea pig class for APs, we have                  
learned a very valuable lesson: Do not wait until the night before an APUSH exam to learn that                  
the English people and the British people are the same. It is very important that you recognize                 
the value and take advantage of Mrs. Bendel’s office. Especially when it comes to midterm and                
finals study day -- even if you can’t call her comfy couch, it is vital that you run to get a good                      
spot or you will either be stuck sitting on the floor in the hallway or in a constant dance battle                    
with Mrs. Schochet. Speaking of Mrs. Schochet, you will soon realize that you get your test                
grades before you leave the test room; however, just because the Schochets are married doesn't               
mean Rabbi Schochet’s tests come back at the same time. (Basically, when you get your Halacha                
test back, don’t expect to remember the information the test was on.) To get through stressful                
times there is chocolate in the office but be careful and ration it out because the second it's put                   
out, it's gone. If you are offered to have a grade night out, do it then because you never know.                    
Same goes for senior pranks. Always remember to lock your locker before Shabbos, because you               
never know when some little boy might decide that taking your school supplies is a fun shabbos                 
activity. Even though we live in Florida, it is crucial that you bring a sweatshirt every single day,                  
as the building is set to freezer temperatures no matter how hot it is outside.  
 

So those are all the useful and important tips from the first and favorite class of Hadar (it's                   
okay, you don't have to be jealous), but even though we’re leaving, we’re counting on you to                 
save us a seat when we come back to visit. In all seriousness, after having our senior school year                   
cut short due to a little pandemic, we have realized how amazing going to school really is. Enjoy                  
all the moments that Hadar has to offer. Your four-year experience will fly by in a blink of an                   
eye. We will cherish this school, the friendships we’ve made, and the memories that will last a                 
lifetime! 
 

Love, 
The OG’s  

 



 


